
Minutes UCC                 03/23/09  
 
Present:  
UCC Voting:  Judith Downie, Jule Gómez de García, Michael Hughes, Delores Lindsey, 

Yi Sun, Olaf Hansen  
Guest:  Jo Ann Daugherty  
Ex officio:   Virginia Mann 

 
1. Jennifer Jeffries visited UCC and informed the committee about the meeting of UCC and 

the WASC team on April 8. 
2. UCC discussed the proposed course changes for KINE400 and KINE401. UCC 

approved the course changes with course description provided in the email, including the 
prerequisites. 

3. UCC continued the review of the proposed Master’s in Nursing: 
a. On page 3 and 6 of the P-Form the proposer speaks about the “generalist and 

advanced practice nurses”. It was not clear if both refer to the program described 
here. JoAnn Daugherty explained that the nurses in the Master’s program are 
advanced practice nurses. The question is now, why does the proposer also refer 
to the “generalist” here? The same in the catalog description on page 32. 

b. Page 7, line 12, should the “nurse administrator” be “nurse leader”? 
c. Page 33, in the fifth line of the second paragraph the “tracks” should be 

“options”. 
d. Page 7, in the ninth line of the second paragraph, the word “(basic)” should be 

deleted. Maybe “MSN only” is a better term here. In the last sentence of the 
second paragraph the phrase “it is conceivable that” can be deleted.  

e. A general question about option 1. Option 1 is another option to get the 
bachelor’s degree. What is the reason to include this together with the proposal 
for the Master’s program? Would it not be easier to allow students in the RN-to-
BSN option or in the accelerated option to take certain classes on the 500 level if 
they intend to acquire a Master’s later. 

f. Appendix B, Table II, mentions NURS574 and NURS575 these courses do not 
exist.  

4. UCC discussed the newly submitted information for the two entrepreneurship tracks. 
UCC acknowledged that all signatures were obtained. UCC approved the two tracks 
(actually 3 counting the old marketing option as a new track), pending two clarifications. 
In the catalog description of both tracks, at the end of the first paragraph the sentence 
reads “culminating in the start-up of a new business”. Is this really the intention or 
should it read “culminating in the start-up plan of a new business”? On page 7 one 
course refers to a special topic, if this course has not been approved yet, UCC would like 
to delete the reference from the catalog description. 
 

Olaf Hansen 


